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SUBJECT TERMS
ABSTRACT Objectives
• Demonstrate two vehicle communication
• Obtain Video confirmation of Shallow Water Hydro-Thermal Vent Activity using Video with location obtained from an independent source
Major Results
• Navigational Accuracy Mostly Errors < 4m Obtained With GPS Popup
• Video Acquisition Obtained Of Vent Area Given Position from Independent Source. Vent bubbles found
• Acoustic Communications Between Delfim And Aries With FAU Modem:
• All commands received were acted upon with no repeats. Commands sent from Delfim to On DELFIM, the transducer head was mounted on the center pod, while the electronics can was carried at the center mast. The signals were transmitted from the control computer to the modem can using a serial connection and a radio transmission using a freewave radio system with a small blade antenna attached to the propulsion stands. 
Results
Activities conducted by day are listed in the 
Track Design
A box search pattern was used to circle the vehicle about the target point(GPS0). This is shown in red in Figure xx 
Navigation Accuracy Compared to GPS
At each pop up, There is a difference between the Navigation Filter Estimate of position and the first GPS reading. These are given in the table below. Yellow -Predicted; Blue-Data; Magenta-Design Box Pattern Figure 9 shows the comparisons between the actual data for position as recorded in the vehicle navigation filter together with the model predicted position using a start point somewhat near to the search circle. What is shown illustrates that errors withing 3 meters or so are established between position of the vehicle and the design track . These are due to the fact that the tight circling designed into the box search pattern put the vehicle into a dynamic mode. 
Number of GPS pop up Error between First GPS Reading and Filter Estimate
Model Prediction vs Actual Track
